Virginia Beach

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION
FOR NEAR-DEATH STUDIES
!!!WELCOMES!

Peter%Anthony%
!!!!!!!!to!our!next!meeting!on!

!!!!!Saturday,!August!20,!2016!
!!!!!!10!a.m.!to!12!noon!!

!

!!!!!!!!at!!Edgar!Cayce’s!A.R.E.!

!!!!!!!!67th!and!Atlantic,!Virginia!Beach!!
!!!!!Suggested!donation!at!the!door!is!$10,!but!no!one!
!!!!!!!!will!be!turned!away!until!capacity!is!reached.!

!
Workshop:!!Saturday,!Aug!!20th!at!A.R.E.!in!VA!Beach!–!2:00B4:00!p.m.!
FIL!Service:!!Sun.,!Aug!21st!at!the!Fellowship!of!the!Inner!Light,!VA!Beach!–!10:45!a.m.!

Presentation: Saturday, August 20th at the A.R.E. from 10:00 a.m. to 12 noon
Peter Anthony is a producer, Paranormal Expert, contributing writer for several spiritual magazines across the
country, author of Key Master, and a Numerology Life Coach. In 1987, the after effects of a NDE presented an
inexplicable abilities and gifts. He was suddenly able to see auras, gained psychic abilities and given the gift of
mathematical codes such as; 33, 222, 333,444, as well as a series of 0.000’s followed by a series of 01.111’s.
This played a life changing event in Anthony’s life. His extraordinary artistic talents vanished, and were
replaced with arithmetical knowledge, allowing Anthony to become an expert in Numerology.
Peter is known for his impassioned presentations. Come meet him – and bring your questions!
Peter Anthony In 1995, Peter’s NDE abilities landed him on Fox’s hit TV paranormal show, Sightings. As a
psychic detective, working alongside a team of paranormal and forensic experts, he helped resolve forgotten
murder cases, as well as exploring haunted houses, cemeteries, caves and concentration camps. Though his
NDE account met resistance from many, Hollywood VIPS behind closed doors heard about Peter’s gifts as an
intuitive, and began booking private sessions for themselves, as well as their family, friends and colleagues.
Peter has written two books – Key Master and The Accidental Prophet. (On Amazon, more than 90% of
reviews were 4-5 star.) He has appeared on The Leeza Gibbons Show, Borderline, Beyond Belief; Fact or
Fiction, Celebrity Séance, Coast to Coast, The Jesse Dylan Show, among others.
Workshop: Saturday, August 20th at A.R.E. 2-4 p.m. “Thoughts from the Other Side“
The evidence of our thoughts plays a pivotal role in the outcome of our destiny. Energy goes where thought
goes, is more a reality than we can imagine. Peter Anthony's life review demonstrated the importance of ones'
thoughts. Our choices (thoughts) can easily navigate us to the shores of happiness… or to the shores of despair.
"I was given three months to live after my surgery, according to the medical doctor," says Peter. "When you’re given
a death sentence, you learn that different choices are necessary. When I died and came back… I knew
I was given a second chance for a reason. Learning to listen to my inner voice became my outer compass,"

Come and try something new! Learn how Peter Anthony listened to the divine voice from the other side and
how it changed his life. Admission $15.
FIL Service: Sunday, August 21st at 10:45 a.m.
Peter will also be speaking at the Fellowship of the Inner Light (FIL), located at 620 14th Street (between
Mediterranean & Cypress), in Virginia Beach. He will give a thirty minute talk about similar topics covered in
the presentation described above. Meditation starts at 10:30 a.m. and Service begins at 10:45 a.m.
For more information and to join our mailing list, please visit our website: www.VBIANDS.com.
Disclaimer: The A.R.E. claims no affiliation with this event and does not endorse its content.

